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By T. A. Anderson

Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 456 pages. Enter the world of Colt and his friends in
this exciting, harrowing adventure promising very poor odds for continued good health. When
twelve-year-old Colt Humboldts dad drags the two of them from perfectly good Texas to ancient
Scotland for a fresh start, Colt knows hes doomed to a summer as the new kid. No friends, no fun,
no life as he knows it. Fat chance. That very first night, the peculiar Alesone and her more peculiar
little brother Peter crawl out of Colts closet, begging for his help to save their family from a horrible
fate. Fortunately, the secret for doing so is hidden inside a mysterious book. Unfortunately, this
book demands that our ragged trio first journey across Scotland and capture three
treasurestreasures fiercely protected by a shadowy, treacherous world determined to see Colt
failpreferably by death. But if Colt and his new friends can survive a horror novel come-to-life,
defeat a madman and his minions, win over a disagreeable folklore legend, and discover the
shocking reason why Alesone and Peter are just so odd well, the next two treasures wont come so
easily. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book...
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the instant you complete looking at this
ebook.
-- Rocky Dach-- Rocky Dach

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am just happy to inform you that this is
actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilbert Rippin-- Gilbert Rippin
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